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· ✔  PREMIUM CREW SOCKS MADE IN CHINA - We are currently releasing more than 200 designs of men and women socks each season with 16 years of know-how and experience. Please try it, and you will recognize the different quality and best fit! We always value customer feedback
and apply it to our product development stages. Therefore we guarantee a full refund if you don't meet your standard!

· ✔  MUST-HAVE ITEM FOR BOTH EXERCISE AND STYLE - If you are looking for socks that you can wear for athletic and for fashion purposes, then this is the perfect one! It is provided with six different pairs. You can wear them with athletic shoes, walking shoes, rain boots and even work
boots.

· ✔  MADE WITH PREMIUM COMBED COTTON - Made with 80% of combed cotton, 17% of spandex, and 3% of polyester. Combed cotton will give you extra softness and works excellent for wicking moisture. Not to mention super great to control odor and sweat! You will find out that its
durability and we guarantee the right amount of elasticity with a firm grip

· ✔  FUNNY & CUTE FASHIONABLE SOCKS - These colorful and fun print socks will make you feel at home wherever you go and brighten up your day along the way. You will have fun starting your day choosing which one to wear! Each pair has its unique pattern and character on it with
different colors!

· ✔  GREAT DURABILITY SUITABLE FOR US WOMEN SIZE 5 TO 9 - These cotton socks are elastic and ideally make it suitable for US women foot size 5 to 9. Different patterns apply on many occasions. Great gift for your friends and family on Christmas, Thanksgiving, Valentine, Mothers
day and birthday!
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CharmWM New rainbow striped sport cotton socks student pop rainbow socks Women's Pattern Design
Product Code: CharmWM

Availability: In Stock

$16.89
Ex Tax: $16.89

Qty 1  
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